
Make your own seed balls and plant them in empty Chobani® Greek 
Yogurt cups! Seed balls are easy to make and a great way to bring 
flora into your home. Help the environment by using paper scraps 
and giving your yogurt cups a useful second life as flower pots.

Sundae Seed Balls
+

WHAT YOU NEED:Seeds
Colorful paper scrapsBlender

Strainer
Chobani® Greek Yogurt cupsPaint

Sponge brushWashi tape
Scissors
Potting soilGift bag and ribbon (optional)



Step 1

Step 3
Sprinkle some seeds into each cup!

TIPS:
Displaying your Sundae Seed Balls outside? 

Choose seeds that provide nectar and pollen 

for bees and butter�ies!

TIPS:
Displaying your Sundae Seed Balls outside? 

Choose seeds that provide nectar and pollen 

for bees and butter�ies!

Put the paper scraps into a blender and add some 
water. Let the paper pieces soak for a few 
minutes. Blend the paper pieces into a pulp.

Use a strainer to drain the pulp. Squeeze out 
most of the water and place the pulp in an 
empty Chobani cup. Do this for each color.

Step 2

Roll the paper pulp into balls 
that are about 1.5 - 2 inches 
in diameter. Is the pulp crum-
bling too much? Add more 
water.

Step 4

*Kids, be sure to get a parent or adult to help!



Add a layer of soil to your 
Chobani cups (chocolate 
sauce) and pile it high 
with seed balls (scoops of 
ice cream). You’ve made 
sundae seed balls!

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Add water and watch them sprout or wrap 
them up and gift them to someone special! 

Step 8

Squeeze out as much water and you can and let the seed balls dry for 
2-3 days. 

While the seed balls are drying, decorate your Chobani cups! Use paint and washi 
tape to turn your yogurt cups into small wa�e bowls.



Recycle, reuse, re-imagine! Yogurt cups can be 
reused to make �ower pots and many other 
uniquely fun things. Recycling and reusing are 
both methods of keeping yogurt cups out of 
land�lls.

At Chobani, we de�ne sustainable packaging as 
any packaging that is either fully recyclable,
compostable, biodegradable, or made with 
recycled content. Since August 2015, Chobani 
reduced its packaging weight by 12.3% by
redesigning its cups, saving over 5.5 million 
pound of plastic resin, the weight of 225 school 
buses! Hopefully this DIY will motivate you
to become interested in conserving
resources and ensuring nothing
goes to waste.

FACTS ABOUT PAPER

How is paper made?

Paper is generally made from trees but 
can be made from other plants, like 
cotton, �ax, and hemp. A piece of paper 
oftentimes contains both new �bers and 
�bers that have already been recycled. 
When making paper from trees, trees 
are cut down and processed in a factory 
where the bark is removed and the 
trees are turned into wood chips. �e 
wood chips are boiled in a digester 
and are turned into a pulp. �e pulp is cleaned, 
dyed, and pressed into a �at screen. Water is pressed out and dryers steam 
the pulp. Once dry, it’s paper! �e paper is rolled into one very long roll 
and cut into sheets.

FACTS ABOUT SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING



20%
GET

OFF ANY PURCHASE!

Have you ever heard of plantable paper 
or seed paper?
�is is paper that was made with seeds in it, like 
�ower seeds. Planting and watering it will cause 
�owers to grow! In this DIY, you made seed paper 
and rolled it into balls instead of �attening it. 

Can a piece of paper be recycled inde�nitely?
No, the �bers become shorter every time it’s recy-
cled. After being recycled �ve to seven times, the 
�bers become too short to bond into new paper.

Paper Fun Facts

Not all paper is made from wood. 
Paper money, for example, is made 
from mostly cotton because it’s more 
durable.

Paper was invented around 100 BC 
in China, using plant �bers from 
mulberry trees.

�e word "paper" comes from papy-
rus, Ancient Greek for the Cyperus 
papyrus plant. Papyrus is a paper-like 
material that was used for writing 
before paper was used in China.

FOR MORE FUN 
GO TO 

GOLDIEBLOX.COM

Use the code
CHOBANI

at goldieblox.com
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